The CM2 Sidescan Sonar System

The CM2 product family comprises the CM2 digital towfish, STR topside transceiver unit, MaxView acquisition software and a choice of kevlar or stainless steel armoured tow cables. A wide range of accessories is available.
The optional wing depressor pulls the towfish up to 50% deeper. Unlike other depressors, the high aspect-ratio wing, with built-in handles, makes for easy launch and recovery.

It weighs only 5kg but provides 35kg of downforce at 5 knots.

The polemount bracket allows the towfish to be fixed alongside the survey boat where this is preferable to towing the fish. The bracket suits standard 2” or 50mm poles.

Transit cases with internal fittings protect the towfish, winch and wing.

For other regions please refer to our website www.cmaxsonar.com